















Abstract—For multi-speaker recognition, deep
learning-based frameworks have made significant
progress in multi-speaker mixed speech separation,
but are unable to provide satisfactory solutions
in complex auditory scenarios. A unified auditory
selection framework with attention and memory can
solve this problem. First, the sound characteristics of
a specific speaker are accumulated into the lifetime
memory during the training phase, while the speech
perceptron is trained to extract temporal sound
characteristics and update the memory online when
the speaker perceives speech. The learning memory
is then used to interact with the mix input to add
and filter the target frequency from the mix stream.
Finally, the network is trained to minimize the
reconstruction error of attendance speech. In this
study, a single speaker’s voice was extracted from a
speech segment containing multiple speakers using
an ASAM model, and then speaker recognition was
performed using an LSTM neural network. In the
LSTM network, MFCC, GFCC, and GBFB will be
used to identify the three feature quantities and the
















































































































































































it = σ(Wi · [ht−1, xt] + bi) (2)















ot = σ(Wo · [ht−1, xt] + bo) (5)





























































2σ2 · (eiγε − e−
σ2
2 ) (8)
ここで、γ = kveiϕ はフィルタの方位とスケール
を決定し、ε(n, k)は FFTによって得られた音響ス





















































GSDR GSIR GSAR GNSDR
valid spk 2 7.27 10.75 9.53 7.28
test spk 2 7.84 11.44 10.07 7.84
test spk 3 1.51 3.55 7.43 4.89
test spk
2 bg noise -1.06 1.27 5.98 4.81
unk spk
supp time=0 1.43 2.75 5.32 1.43
unk spk
supp time=4 3.06 4.96 6.81 3.06
unk spk









GSDR GSIR GSAR GNSDR
valid spk 2 8.02 11.93 9.82 8.02
test spk 2 8.67 12.72 10.37 8.67
test spk 3 2.12 4.52 6.95 5.50
test spk
2 bg noise -1.13 0.86 6.29 4.74
unk spk
supp time=0 1.69 2.73 5.18 1.69
unk spk
supp time=4 3.56 5.49 7.21 3.56
unk spk




































未処理 0.25 0.50 0.39




未処理 0.36 0.43 0.29




未処理 0.21 0.43 0.29
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